Urban Word NYC offers a wide range of dynamic creative writing workshops and performances—each series, facilitated by trained professional poets and teaching artists, is specifically tailored to the interests and needs of middle & high school students. We are proficient with Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and other programs for a dynamic and engaging experience!

**BRING POETRY & HIP-HOP TO YOUR VIRTUAL CLASSROOM**

**LITERACY, CRITICAL THINKING, SOCIAL JUSTICE**

Urban Word NYC offers a wide range of dynamic creative writing workshops and performances—each series, facilitated by trained professional poets and teaching artists, is specifically tailored to the interests and needs of middle & high school students. We are proficient with Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and other programs for a dynamic and engaging experience!

**Poetry & Identity**
All of our workshops engage identity as primary text to meet youth where they are at and celebrate their diverse backgrounds.

**Reading & Writing**
All of our workshops examine and explore culturally relevant poetry and prose, and inspire students to write and recite their own original work.

**Voice & Performance**
All of our workshops celebrate youth voice and action, and we offer multiple opportunities for open mics, slams and performances.

We are happy to tailor each workshop series or performance to fit your specific needs and budget.

We also offer educator and staff professional development around Culturally Responsive Sustaining Practices, creating safe(r) spaces, and trainings on utilizing virtual tools.

For more information, visit www.urbanwordnyc.org or email info@urbanwordnyc.org
This year, Urban Word NYC has created a menu of virtual workshop offerings that combines our award-winning program model with specific program “focus options” that will use the arts to support generative writing with your students & to engage topics that are central to their lives.

Workshop Focus Options include:

- Literature and Literary Devices
- Poetry for Social Justice & Impact
- Black Lives Matter Artistic Movements
- Voices of the LGBTQIA Community
- Hip-Hop Poetics
- Democracy & Voting Through the Voice

All workshops are 45-mins to 1-hour, and are offered as 6-week, 12-week, and 24-week options.

Program Option Pricing:
- 6-week program = $1,200
- 12-week program = $2,000
- 24-week program = $3,800

*These courses reflect 1x/week (for 45-min to 1 hour sessions). If you would like to offer these courses multiple times/week, prices are reduced by 10%.

Additional Program Options:
- 1-hour Open Mic, includes host and 2-hours of prep with student poets = $500
- 2-hour Poetry Slam, includes host and all slam materials and judges, and 2-hours prep with student poets = $1,500
- Professional Development: Urban Word NYC tailors award-winning poetry, social justice, and Culturally Responsive Sustaining Education teacher trainings with virtual offerings for up to 25 teachers @ $750/hour.

For more information, visit www.urbanwordnyc.org or email info@urbanwordnyc.org